How visual short-term memory maintenance modulates the encoding of external input: evidence from concurrent visual adaptation and TMS.
The impact of memory representations on the encoding of visual input has been the subject of much debate. Here we investigated this issue by examining how visual short-term memory (VSTM) maintenance of orientation information modulates the strength of the tilt aftereffect (TAE) induced by a concurrent visual adapter. We reasoned that if VSTM maintenance facilitates visual processing of stimuli that match the VSTM content, then the magnitude of the TAE should be enhanced when the orientations of the memory item and the adapter are identical. In contrast, if VSTM content inhibits visual processing, then the TAE induced by the adapter should be reduced. Our results are consistent with the latter hypothesis, and a TMS study demonstrated that the reduction of the TAE by VSTM maintenance of orientation information occurs in the early visual cortex. VSTM maintenance of shape information also reduced the TAE magnitude, but to a smaller extent than maintenance of orientation information. A TMS experiment did not implicate the early visual cortex in this phenomenon. In summary, our results indicate that VSTM maintenance under these circumstances inhibits the encoding of concurrent visual input, and that this inhibition occurs at various levels of the visual cortex.